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ABSTRACT
This is a report of a pilot study completed in the

Corlears Hook section (a predominantly non-white, low income area) of
New York City in order to identify the major issues underlying the
educational beliefs of community people and educators. A
questionnaire administered to parents, teachers, administrators, and
paraprofessionals of four public schools in the community and to the
district office staff revealed four major types (and four counter
types) of belief systems: (1) "community involvement in the schools
is the only thing that is important"; (2) "community involvement is
important but is part of a number of educational reforms needed"; (3)

"Strict discipline is what is required In schools and not new or
modern programs"; and, (4) "strictness is needed, but,
simultaneously, educators should take a practical approach to
education of children." Large groups of teachers opposed beliefs (1)

and (3) --to which, on the contrary, large groups of parents
subscribed; black parents supported belief (1) and Puerto Rican
parents, belief (3) . Parent leaders tended toward belief (2). but
very few of them toward (3) . District staff supported beliefs (1) and
(2), and paraprofessionals, beliefs (2) and (4) . The study thus
indicated some striking and conflicting belief structures among the

different groups involved. (RJ)
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SUMMARY

Attempts at collaborative effort's in public educa-
tion between community residents of urban low income
areas and educators are increasing although frequently
accompanied by tension, conflict and misunderstandings.
It is important that the major issues underlying the ed-
ucational beliefs of community people and educators be
identified and the sources of controversy known.

A pilot research study was completed in the Corlears
Hook section of New York City, a predominately non white,

low income area. A list of community and educational
leaders of that community was drawn up and 40 leaders were
interviewed to obtain activities that they believed were
or might be important for the education of children of the

community. These activities were put into a questionnaire
form in:which the activities could be rated on a seven
.point scale as to the degree of importance the respondent
believed the activity to have in the child's education.

Parents, teachers, administrators and paraprofession-
als of four public schools of the community and the dis-

trict office staff were administered the questionnaire.
A total of 360 people completed questionnaires. The ques-

tionnaire responses were subjected to a Principal Compon-
ents factor analysis to determine underlying dimensions
or issues. Factor scores were determined for each respon-
dent and t-tests were utilized to determine possible dif-
ferences between parents and teachers on each of the is-

sues. An inverse factor analysis was also completed to
determine a typology of educational belief systems.
Characteristics of the members of types were examined in
terms of role in the school system, age, sex, ethnic
background, religion and educational level.

Eight major issues were uncovered by the factor an-
alysis: Community Involvement; Strict Discipline; Profes-
sional Specialists; Innovation; Health, Recreation and
Practical Training; EconomiC Considerations; Parent Ed-
ucation; Special Handling of Difficult Children. Par-

ents rated Community Involvement and Strict Discipline
higher than teachers but on the other six issues there
were no statistically significant differences between
parents and teachers.

The inverse factor analysis revealed four major
types (and four counter types) of belief systems. These
belief systems can be characterized as follow: 1 - "com-
munity involvement in the'schools is 'the only thing that

is importantfl; 2 - "community involvement is important



but is part of a number of educational reforms that are
needed", 3 - "strict discipline is what is required in
the schools and not new or modern programs", 4 - "strict-
ness is needed in the schools but at the same time edu-
cators should take a business like, practical approach
to the education of children".

While both parents and teachers were not monolithic
in their belief systems and there were sizable numbers
of each that subscribed to various belief systems, the
pattern of belief systems was different for groups with
different roles in the schools, different ethnic back-
grounds and different educational levels. Large groups
of teachers were strongly opposed to belief types 1 and
3. On the other hand large groups of parents subscribed
to belief types .l and 3. Black parents particularly
supported belief type 1 and Puerto Rican parents sup-
ported belief type 3. Parent leaders however tended to
subscribe to belief type 2 and very few subscribed to
belief type 3, contrary to parents. Parents with college
educations were opposed to belief types 3 and 4. Dis-
trict staff tended to support belief types 1 and 2 and
paraprofessionals subscribed mainly to belief types 2
and 4.

This study indicates some striking and conflicting
belief structures among different adult groups that are
involved in the public schools of the Corlears H90
tion.. However, the findings can not be generaffie
may be unique to this section of New York City. A large
scale study would be required to' determine whether the
findings have general applicability,' the research method-
ology and instrumentation developed in this pilot study
might be utilized in the larger. study.

The belief systems are most likely to influence the
attitude and actions of parents, teachers,.community lead-
ers and school administrators toward each other and toward
the school system. It becomes important that the belief
systems be made explicit and become. subject to discussion
and exploration by the various participant groups in

education. It is proposed that in Corlears Hook the re-
search study serve as a social action instrument. The
research findings would be reported to community people
and, educators and could become the beginning basis for
worshops of teachers, parents, school administrators and
community leaders to discuss educational issues. A
greater understanding of the viewpoints of all adults
who participate in educatioa should lead to a more sen-
sitive and better functioning educational system in
Corlears Hook.

H.



INTRODUCTION

Community people, particularly in low income, non
white areas, have expressed increasing dissatisfaction
with the educational system and have demanded a deci -.
sion making role in public' education in their locali-
ties. In New York City community pressures for changes
in education have been particularly intense and local
residents have been gradually gaining a greater role in
the schools. Collaborative educational efforts between
residents and professional educators are ificreasing al-
though frequently accompanied by tension, conflict and
misunderstandings. Since the future education of Black,
Puerto Rican, Mexican American and other minority groups
may depend on this collaboration it becomes important to
identify the major issues underlying the educational be-
liefs of community people and educators. On which of
these issues is there agreement between community peo-
ple and professionals? Which issues are sources of con-
flict? When there is agreement local citizens and edu-
cators could jointly support and implement the educa-
tional procedures they favor. When there is disagree-
ment, controversial issues could become subject to dis-
cussion, exploration and negotiation.

This study is a pilot study of one section of New
York City informally known as the Corlears Hook section.
It is a section in the south east corner of Manhattan
of about 25,000 people. The median family income is
$5,100 and the median educational level is first year
high school; both medians are below the medians for New
York. City and the borough of Manhattan. The area is
mixed ethnically with the largest ethnic group being
Puerto Rican. The area has three public elementary
schools and a public junior high school., The teachers
and parents of these four schools are the focus of
this investigation The research findings that follow
are for the Corlears Hook section only and may not apply
elsewhere.

'METHODS

Initially, community organizations, parents associ-
ations, officers of the United .Federation of Teachers,
principals, district office staff, the local school
board and others were contacted and the purpose,of the
study, to explore'issues in education from the viewpoint
of educators and the community, was explained and their
cooperation requested. Most pledged cooperation al-
though frequently suspicions were voiced that the re-
search results might hurt in some way the,particular
group they. represented.

*More than a t e pu lc. sc oo c 1 ren are e igi e
for the free lunch program.:



A list was made up of all community people in the
area known to be serving in leadership roles in educa-
tion. Included were members of the local school board,
officers of local parentst associations, education com-
mittee members of local organizations. A similar list
was made up of all educators known to be serving in
leadership roles in education. Included were prindipals
of schools, chapter chairmen of the United Federation
of Teachers and educators serving as district office
chairmen of educational committees. Twenty community.
leaders and twenty educational leaders were randomly
selected from each of their respective lists. These
leadership groups were chosen as they are the most
likely to be influential in educational decision making.

The forty leaders were contacted and asked if they
would agree to be interviewed. In most instances the
.leaders agreed. In a few instances a leader refused and
then was replaced by another leader'from the list. Each
leader was.then interviewed in his home or another suit-
able place by the investigator or a research interviewer
trained in the interview procedures. The interview con-
sisted of asking the community or educational leader to
list all activities that he felt were important for the
education of the children of the area and recording his .

comments. Activities that might be mentioned could rep-
resent current or non current practices, formal or in-
formal education and activities involving school off i-
cials, teachers, parents, pupils or others. The aim was
to have as broad coverage of activities as possible, to
include as many potentially important educational ac-
tivities as leaders could discern.'

The activities mentioned by the forty leaders were
put on a master list. Apparent duplicates in meaning
were removed from the list' and what remained was 152
different activities, It was felt that to include so .

many activities as items for a questionnaire would be
too taxing a task for respondents. Accordingly half the
items were chosen randomly for the questionnaire leaving
a. list of 76 items.

The research experience with this number of items
indicates that it is still overly long for the circum-
stances under Which the questionnaire was administered.
A. smaller number of items for future use, based'on. the
factor analysis, is presented in :Appendix II.

.
The 76 items were put in a form in which a respon-

dent could rate each item on a seven point opinion .scale
ranging from belief that the activity had no importance
to belief that the activity had the greatest importance



in the education of the child living in the neighbor-
hood. The way questionaire items were phrased was
studied to minimize response-set tendencies according
to the method suggested by Nunnally and Husek.* The
items were pretested by administration of a prelimin-
ary questionnaire to determine the clarity of meaning
of items and instructions. The wording of items and in-
structions were modified accordingly in the final ques-
tionnaire form that was evolved. ,The last page of the
questionnaire requested some background information but
the respondent was asked not to give his name to protect
his anonymity. It was expected that anonymity was like-
ly to make the respondent more forthright in his ratings.

Arrangements were made at each of the founpublic
schools involved for teachers, administrators and para-
professionals who wished to cooperate to do so. Usually
the questionnaire was administered to groups of educa-
tors who would hold a lunch time meeting for the purpose.
Some teachers would complete and return their question-
naires on an individual basis. Cooperation was general-
ly fairly good although some teachers expressed doubts
as to the value of the study and refused to be involved
in the research. A number .of teachers did not complete
some aspects of the background. information and some-
times even commented that they did not think it fair or
reasonable to request such 'information. In one school
the local chapter of the United Federation of Teachers
passed a resolution not to cooperate with the study as
they believed research did not serve their needs. A
note explaining the research and requesting teacher co-
operation together with the questionnaire and a stamped
and addressed return envelope was placed in each teach-
erts mail box of this school; most teachers from this
school completed and returned the questionnaire. In
another school the principal refused to allow tie para-
professionals to be involved in the study on the
grounds that they were too busy. These paraprofession7
als were not included in the study. The researcher
found himself in the position of having to meet fre-
quently with administrators and teachers to repeatedly
explain the purpose of the study and the need for coop-
etation. This took place despite the fact that the
District Superintendent hadexplained the research and
requested cooperation at a' meeting of all school admin-
istrators.

* Nunnally, C. airBUTER77777-ITTEFTEBETraquage
Examination: An Approach to the. Measurement of Response
Bias", Educ. Psychol. Measmt., 18, 1958,-761-767.



Table 1 indicates the number and percent of school
personnel who cooperated in the study.

Tab le 1

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF GROUPS OF
EDUCATORS COOPERATING IN STUDY

PrPuP

District Staff

Principals and Assis-
taut Principals

Teachers

Paraprofessionals

Number 4 of Total

14 88,

9 64

156 66

28 53'

Arrangements for the inclusion of parents and com-
munity people in the study were done in the following
way: Parents Associations, the local school board and
other local organizations involved with education were
contacted and asked for their cooperation in adminis-
tering the research questionnaire at their meetings.
All drganizations agreed to do so, The number ogqlifav"-t
ple attending any one meeting was quite variable. The'
questionnaire was given out to all the people present.
A Spanish version of the questionnaire was given to .

those who felt more comfortable with Spanish than
English. (Also someone who spoke Spanish assisted the
investigator.) Most community people did not seem to
have difficulty in completing the questionnaire al-
though they generally took somewhat longer than the ed-
ucators. A few people asked the investigator for fur-
ther instructions or for the meaning of a word. This
was done. For two people it became obvious that they
were not able to follow the instructions at all; the in-
vestigator suggested that if this was too difficult for
them they did not have to continue. These two individ-
uals followed the investigators suggestion and stopped;
their questionnaires were not included.in the study.

The investigator often attended more than one meet-
ing of the same organization; there might be people
present at one meeting that had not come to the previous
meeting and when this occurred the new person was given
the questionnaire to complete. The investigator or an
assistant attempted to attend all scheduled meetings of

6



parent and commuLity groups in education during May,
June, September and October of 1969.

A total of 151 parents and community people com-
pleted questionnaires (this does not include those ed-
ucators who also might be parents of children in schools
or live in the community). This group is composed al-
most entirely of parents. Only four people who com-
pleted questionnaires lived in the community and were
not parents with children in the schools; this group of
four are included in the parents group in the statisti-
cal analyses that follow later.

Since only parents and community people who attend-
ed organizational meetings are part of this study it is
a study of only those parents who actively participate
in educational matters (at least by attending meetings).
The results that follow may not be equally true for the
less active parents in this geographical area. However,
at the same time it is those parents who are active in
educational matters that are likely to be most influen-
tial.

In Table 2 the ethnic background of the parents
who-participated in the study are compared with the
ethnic background of all parents in the four public

.schools.

Table '2

ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF PARENT PARTICIPANTS
IN STUDY AND ALL PARENTS IN FOUR LOCAL SCHOOLS

Puerto
. Black White Rican Oriental

/o of Parents Who
esponded in Study, 22. 28

4 of All Parents
lo Have Children

in,Schools 18. 18 56 6

The Black and. White groups seem overrdpresented
while the.Puerto Rican and Oriental groups are-underrep-
resented. However, the proportions of ethnic groups in
the study. are likely.to be representative of the ethnic
groups of parents who are active.in.educatianal matters.



The ethnic backgroundof the teachers in the study
are predominately white (87%). They are younger ca the
average (median age 28) than the parents in the study
(median age 33). In terms of educational level, public
school teachers in New York are college graduates; the
median education level of the parents in the study is
high school graduate, higher than the median for the
population of Corlears Hook.

Prrincipal Data Analyses :

What are the major educational issues?

A principal components factor analysis was
carried out on the 76 ratings of importance for
the entire group of respondents. Nine factors
were chosen for varimax rotation on the basis of
a drop in latent roots. Of these, one factor on
which only two items had moderate ratings, and
which was uninterpretable, was dropped, leaving
eight interpreted and scored factors.

How do parents and teachers ratings on these issues
compare?

Fa%.tor scores (unit weighted) , the'means,-
as well as the standard deviations were computed
separately for parents_and teachers on each. factor.
T-tests were applied to each factor to determine
whether there were significant differences in means
of these two groups.

What major typologies of educational beliefs exist?
How are 'characteristics such as role in the school sys-
tem, age, sex, education, ethnic group and religion re-
lated to these typologies?

,

An inverted factor analysis was computed.
Scores used for computing correlations between in-
dividuals were created by subtracting the mean off,
the total group from each score..: The consequence
of this is that the types are based on ketterns of
deviance from the total group's norms, i.e., that
the general consensus is removed from the analysis.'
Re was used for computing correlations which re-
moved the effects of arbitrary direction of scoring- .

from the analysis. Four centroid factors were
chosen for rotation from the original matrix based
;on 127 randomly choSen subjects. The eight factor
-,scores were then used in a regression equation to
predict group (type) membership. and regression pro-
cedures were used to assign thet'remaining subjects
to the four .types'.



Since examining the patterns of discrepancy
from the group's norm led to types' on which subjects
were both positively and negatively loaded, the
four types were split into eight groups; one repre-
senting each type and one representing each ncounter
type ". Characteristics of members of these eight
groups were examined - age, sex, education, ethnic
group, religion, and role in the school system.

These same subject characteristics were exam-
ined for relationship with the original fir!' factors.

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

RELIABILITY

Preliminarily to the data collection itself several
groups of community people, numbering altogether thirty,
were each asked to complete the questionnaire and tMn
make a written sign on the questionnaire that would be
an identifying mark for each of them. About a month
later the questionnaire was administered again and again
each of the respondents were asked to make the same iden-
tifying mark.' In this way questionnaires by the same
person could be identified. At a later point in time
when all the data had been collected the correlations
were computed for each factor over the two occasions.

The correlations for factors follow: Factor 1: .72;
Factor 2: .68; Factor 3: .66; Factor 4: .68; Factor 5:
.59; Factor 6: .54; Factor 7: .52; Factor 8: .69. These
correlations are satisfactory; it must be kept in,,gkix,td_,
that these correlations are measuring mean attitudesOP
people and the procedure is tolerant of lawer.reliabil-
ities than would be the case of individuals being mea.
sured.

ISSUES

The eight major factors-or issues follow:

ISSUE 1 - COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The items and their- loadings for this factor
are:* -**

. Item 23: To have Black and Puerto Rican prin-
pals and assistant principals (Factor
loading .81)

35: To have teachers who speak both
Spanish and English (.76)

42: That paimts decide on the use of
school funds (.73)



75: For parents to have lawyers available
to them who could advise them of their
rights in the schools (.71)

15: For Black, Puerto Rican and Chinese
culture and history to be taught
(.70)

52: That local parents be employed in
the schools (.69)

60: For community leaders to visit the
school (.69)

33: For parents to have the right to
hire and fire teachers (.68)

73: To have teachers who live in the
community (.66)

55: That only professionals make the
major school decisions (-.65)

43: To have workshops for parents and
teachers about racial problems (.62)

51: For teachers to participate in com-
munity events (.58)

59: For teachers to be evaluated on the
basis of progress made by their pu-
pils in reading and arithmetic (.56)

20: That pupils have a voice in deciding
what should be taught in school (.54)

2: For teachers to make home visits (.46)
39: To have frequent meetings between,

parents and teachers (.46)
67: For the principal to help parents

with housing and welfare problems
(.45)

45: That teachers have a strong union
, (-.45)

58: To have school lunches that appeal
to children (.43)

63: To have experimental school programs
(.43)

53: To have children bussed to obtain
racially balanced classes (.42)

19: That the school have a mixture of
children of different races (.35)

34: That textbooks show life in the city,
including narcotics and crime (.32)

50: To have foreign language classes (.30)

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT as revealed by the items
of this factor has a number of facets: hiring for
the schools persons representing the major ethnic
groups of the community, utilizing the major ethnic
languages and cultures in the schools, integrating
the schools racially, having greater contact be-
tween the teacher and the community, having more
decision making powers in the hands'of the commun-
ity and having programs and activities in the
schools geared to the local community. Professional

'10.



decision making and a strong teachers' union are
perceived as opposed to COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.

The issue of COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT is a broad
one. It is of interest that this factor bridges
such current concerns as greater community decision
making in the schools and a greater number of Black
and Puerto Rican- school administrators and old con-
cerns such as racial integration.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT is the strongest of all-
the factors accounting for 27% of the common vari-

ance. This factor has some relation to factor 4 -
INNOVATION (correlation +.39) and factor 7 - PARENT
EDUCATION (correlation-1-.38). Parents have a higher
mean score on this factor than teachers (t test sig-
nificant at .05 level of confidence). 73% of par-
ents exceed the mean score of teachers on this fac-
'tor. Black teachers have a higher mean score on

. this factor than White teachers (t test significant
at .05 level of confidence) . 86% 'of Black teachers
exceed the mean score of White teachers on this fac-
tor.

ISSUE 2 - STRICT DISCIPLINE-

The-items and their loadings for this factor
are:

Item 16: For children to have homework (.69)
14: That parents be strict in their dis-

cipline of their children (.68)
26: To have tests (.66)
71: For teachers to have strict disci-

pline in their classes (.64)
7: For parents to understand new math

methods.(.52)
41: .That children meet academic standards

in order to be promoted (.51)
31: That parents speak English well (.50)
54: For teachers to be selected by exam-

ination (.46)
69: That adult guards be on duty in the

schools (.46) .

,44: To have experienced teachers (.45)
40: That parents help children with home-

work (.39)
49: That children discuss with their

teacher .violence in the community
(-.32)

: STRICT DISCIPLINE .implies a no 'nonsense, work

.oriented attitude with:standards and accountability.



This applies equally to children, parents and teach-
ers. Homework, examinations and firmness are com-
mon means of implementing this viewpoint. Parents
have a higher mean score on this factor than teach-
ers (t test, ".01).. Black and Puerto Rican parents
exceed the mean score of White parents. This fac-
t r is inversely related to the level of education
of parents (-.62 correlation). STRICT DISCIPLINE
is the second strongest of all factors accounting
for 13% of the common variance.

ISSUE 3 - PROFESSIONAL SPECIALISTS

The items and their loadings for this factor
are:

Item 47: To have school psychologists (.71)
32: To have guidance counselors (.70)
56: To do research to find out what prob-

lems children have in learning (.52)
66: For parents to be told ways in which

they can help their children to learn
(.42)

29: To have 'music and art classes (.41)
30: To have a team of teachers for one

class (.35)
61: For school officials to insist on

what they believe to be necessary for
education (.32)

PROFESSIONAL SPECIALISTS involve school psychol-
ogists, guidance counselors, music and art teachers,
sp.!cial team teachers, researchers and school offi-
cials. This factor is related to a number of other
factors: INNOVATION (+.31 correlation); ECONOMIC CON-
S IDERATIONS (+.31 correlation). PARENT EDUCATION
(+.33 correlation); SPECIAL HANDLING OF DIFFICULT
CHILDREN (+.43 correlation). There is no statically
significant difference in the means of parents and
teachers on this factor. This factor accounts for
10% of the common variance.

ISSUE 4 - INNOVATION

The items and.their loadings for this factor
are:.

Item 21: That reading, writirg and arithmetic
be taught through play and.games (.72)

8: For children to spend most of their
time in school on projects of their
own choice (.66)

.2: To have older children' tutoring younger
'children '(.58)

12



11: To have films and television rather
than textbooks (.57)

38: For four year olds to be in school
(.54)

5: For principals and assistant princi-
pals to teach classes (.46)

22: That sex education be taught in
school. (.45)

76: To have Head Start programs (.40)
27: For bright, average and below aver-

age children to be in the same class
(.40)

INNOVATION involves new types of programs or
activities in the schools. Many of the items that
compose this factor involve programs and activities
that do not currently exist in the local public
schools of Corlears Hook. The factor is related to
PROFESSIONAL SPECIALISTS (+.31 correlation) and
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT (-1-.39 correlation). There is

no statistically significant difference in the means
of parents and teachers on this factor. For parents,

ratings on this factor are directly related to education
(±.40 correl.). Also Puerto Rican parents have a more
negative mean rating on this factor than White par-
ents of other ethnic backgrounds (t test significant
at .05 level of confidence). 82% of the Puerto
Rican parents are below the mean rating of White

parents. This factor accounts for 12% of the common

variance.

ISSUE 5 - HEALTH, RECREATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING

The items and their loadings for this factor

are:

Item 36: To have physical education classes
(.59)

48: For pupils to take trips to the coun-
try (.57)

6: For the school playground to be open
after school and all weekend (.56)

65: For gir.ls to be taught sewing and
cooking (.56)

46: That boys be taught to use tools (.50)
3: For pupils to take trips to historic

places (.45)
17: For pupils to take trips to places

Where community people work (.42) .

10: For children to have regular health
checkups (.32)

9: For the school day to be longer (.31)

HEALTH, RECREATION AND PRACTICAL,TRAINING in-

13



volve health considerations, recreational activi-
ties and sex relevant practical training. This
factor is related to PARENT EDUCATION ( +31 corre-
lation). There is no statistically significant
difference in the means of parents and teachers.
Black teachers have a, higher mean rating on this
factor than White teachers (t test significant at
.05 level of confidence). 78% of the Black teach-
ers are above the mean rating of White teachers.
This factor accounts for 9% of the common variance.

ISSUE 6 - ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

The items and their loadings for this factor
are:

Item 72: To have a new school building (.55)
64: For teachers to be paid for overtime

work (.53)
70: For teachers to receive high salar-

ies (.52)
68: That teachers expect their pupils to

be able to go on to college (.40)

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS involve direct or tn-
_ plied financial aspects of education. Itera,681s,

loading on this factor may relate .to finandfarbar=
: dens of going on to college and/or that a college

. education usually results in higher income. ECON-
OMIC CONSIDERATIONS relates to STRICT DISCIPLINE.
(+.30 correlation) and 'PROFESSIONAL SPECIALISTS
(+.31 correlation). There is no statistically sig-
nif difference in the means of parents and
teachers. on this factor, ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
accounts for 7% of the common variance.

ISSUE 7:- PARENT EDUCATION.

The items and.their loadings for this factor
are:

Item 57:.To have classes for parents on chil-
dren's behavior (.58)

13: That the'.school have classes for
parents on household management and
shopping (.51)

PARENT EDUCATION involves the schools in
. adult education efforts. This factor relates to
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT ( +.38 correlation), PROFES-
SIONAL SPECIALISTS (+.33 correlation) and HEALTH,

. RECREATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING (+.31 correla-
tion); There is no statistically significant dif-.

ference:tn the means.of.parents and teachers on
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this factor. This factor accounts for 7% of the

common variance.

ISSUE 8 - SPECIAL HANDLING OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN .

The, items and their loadings for this factor
are:

Item 24: That a new teacher not be given a dif-
ficult class (.64)

37: For disruptive children to be removed
from the classroom (.46)

74: To have separate classes for emotion-
ally disturbed children (.44)

1: To have small classes (.42)
25: That teachers be free to do as they

wish in the classroom (.40)

This factor involves special arrangements for-

children who are emotionally disturbed, disruptive

or otherwise difficult. Small classes and teacher

freedom are seen in the context of being better able

to deal with difficult children. SPECIAL HANDLING

OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN is related to PROFESSIONAL
SPECIALISTS ( ±.43 correlation). There is no statis-

tically significant difference in the means of par-

ents and teachers on this factor. This factor ac-
counts for 6% of the common variance.

A shorter questionnaire form can now be established

for future use using only items with high factor loadings.

The suggested items appear in Appendix II. In a few in-

stances where there were relatively few items for a fac-

tor additional items are added. These new items are

drawn from the master list of 152 items given by local

educational and community leaders that were'not utilized

in the original-76 item questionnaire.

TYPOLOGIES

The inverse factor analysis of individuals evolved

Q types. A description of the four Q types with their

four counter Q types, based on R factor means, follow:

Q1+ The sole issue of importance is COMMUNITY IN-

VOLVEMENT. People who belong to this Q type

are strongly in favor of COMMUNITY INVOLVE-
MENT and have much less interest in other is-

sues. For them educational progress is de-

pendent on the degree of community involvement.

Ql- The most important issue is COMMUNITY INVOLVE-

MENT but the people who belong to this Q type
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are strongly against COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.
They are also strongly against PROFESSIONAL
SPECIALISTS. This viewpoint seems to be to
let the teacher do his job without any in-
terference from the outside community or the
specialists within the school system. The
people who constitute this type are inter-
ested in ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS and are very
favorable to higher salaries and new facili-
ties.

:Q2+ COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT is very favorably seen
by the people who belong to this Q type but
other important issues which they favor
strongly are INNOVATION, HEALTH ,RECREATION
AND PRACTICAL TRAINING and PARENT EDUCATION.
This Q type seems to be representing a gener-
ally liberal viewpoint.

This Q type is solidly against COMMUNITY INVOLVE-
MENT, INNOVATION, HEALTH, RECREATION AND PRACTICAL
TRAINING and PARENT EDUCATION. This Q type
seems to be representing-a generally conser-
vative viewpoint;

Q3+ STRICT DISCIPLINE is important and very favor-
- . ably seen by the people who belong to 4114sAl

type. They are strongly against INNOVATION
and SPECIAL HANDLING OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN.
This Q type stands for old fashioned virtues
of firmness and strict standards and is against
the modern child centered programs and methods
Which seem to proliferate in the schools. The
people who belong to this Q type believe that
all children should be treated in a similar
manner and the disturbed or disruptive child
should not "be separated for special forms of
treatment.

This Q. type is strongly against STRICT DISCI-
PLINE and strongly in favor of INNOVATION and
SPECIAL HANDLING OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN. People
who belong to this 'Q type see new kinds of pro-
grams and approaches as the hope of the school
system. They believe that the emotionally dis-

, turbed, disruptive or otherwise difficult child
is in need of special methods or programs.
This viewpoint emphn.:!.zes a generally permis-
sive approach to students.

4+ While people Tpino belong to this Q type a.
strongly, in favor:of STRICT DISCIPLINE tilt
also are strongly in favor of HEALTH, RECREA-

,
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TION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING, ECONOMIC CONSID-
ERATIONS and SPECIAL HANDLING OF DIFFICULT
CHILDREN. This Q type believes in being firm
but also is practical in its attitude toward
students and the educational system.

Q4- The strongest opinion expressed by the people
belonging to any of the Q types on any issue
is expressed by this group against STRICT
DISCIPLINE. While this is the most vital is-
sue for this group they are also against
HEALTH, RECREATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING and
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS. They feel that these
latter two factors are not really important in
the education of the child. Most important of
all is that the student be treated in,a warm,
permissive manner.

Table 3 (see page 10' shows the number and percent
of teachers, district staff, principals and assistant
principals, paraprofessionals, parents and parent as

officers that subscribe to the eight Q types and
-counter types.

Table 3 indicates that both parents and teachers do
not have monolithic viewpoints on education. Parents
are well represented on five of the eight Q types and

. counter types and teachers on six.' However, for each
group.:with. a .different role to play in the schools--par-
ents, teachers, administrators, etc.--there is a differ-
ent pattern of degree of membership on the Q types.
Chi-square tests, comparing each role group with the
total group of respondents for percent of membership on.
the eight Q types and counter types, indicate:: that the
pattern of membership is different to a statistically
significant extent (.01 level of confidence) for teachers,
parents, district staff and paraprofessionals.

Teachers are overrepresented on Ql-i the counter'
type that stands against community involvement and' pro-
fessional specialists and for economic considerations be-
ing emphasized in the schools. This Q type implies the
teacher being given a high salary and well financed
facilities and not being interfered with by the outside
community or the specialists within the school system.
15% of teachers subscribe to this point of view, more
than three times the % of any ot.o.e role group.' Corre-
spondingly teachers are underrepresented on the opposing
Q type, Q1-1-. Ql- seems to be primarily a teacher Q type.

Teachers are underrepresented on Q3+ (only one
teacher subscribes to this Q type). ,Thispoint of view
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Table 3

Q TYPES AND COUNTER TYPES BY ROLE IN SCHOOLS

Q1+ 01- 02+ Q2- Q3+ Q3- Q4+ 04-
ota lo. .0 5' 60 46 46 41

Cases % 100 11.4 8.9 15.3 16.7 12.8 11.1 12.5 11.4

Teachers No.156 9 '4 20' 27 1 28 25 22
% 100 5.8 i5.4 121.8 17.3 .6 17.9 16.0 14.1

District No. 14 4 0 5 0 0 2 2 1.
Staff % 100 28.6 0 . 35.7 0 0 14.3 14.3 7.1

Princi- No. 9 0 0% 2 5 0 2 0 0
pals And _% 100 0 0 22.2 55.6 0 22.2 0 0
Assistant:
Princi.als.

Parapro- No. '28 3 1 7 . 1 4 .1 8. 3
fessian- % 100
zis

10.7 3.6 25.0 3.6 14.3 .3.6 28.6 10.7

Parents No,151 26 6. 22.. 26 41 5 10' 15
-.,. . % 100 17.2 4.0 14.6 17,2 27.2 3.3 64444L,

Officers No. 32 6 1 10 6 2 0 4 .3
In Par- %* 100
ents,As-
socia-
tions

18.8 3.1 31..3 18.8

.

6.3 6- 12.5 9.4

Key: Ql+ +COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Ql- -COMMUNITY INVOLVEIvENT, -PROFESSIONAL SPECIAL-

ISTS; +ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Q2+ +COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT; +INNOVATION; +HEALTH,.

RECREATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING; +PARENT
EDUCATION

Q2- -COMMUNITY INVOLVENENT; -INNOVATION; -HEALTH,
RECREATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING; -PARENT
EDUCATION

'Q3+. +STRICT DISCIPLINE; -INNOVATION; - SPECIAL HAND-
LING OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN

Q3- -STRICT DISCIPLINE; +INNOVATION; +SPECIAL HAND-
. LING OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN

Q4+ . +STRICT DISCIPLINE; +HEALTH, RECREATION AND
. PRACTICAL TRAINING.; +ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS;

+SPECIAL HANDLING OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN
-STRICT DISCIPLINE; -HEALTH, RECREATION AND
'TRAINING; -ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS



which emphasizes strict discipline and disparages inno-
vation or any special programs or methods with the dis-
ruptive or emotionally disturbed child is anathema to
most teachers and a disproportionately large number of
teachers subscribe to the counter type Q3-.

Parents are overrepresented on Q3+. 27% of parents
subscribe to view. They want discipline and strict
standards in the school and are against experimenting
with new programs on their :-.hildren. They are opposed
to special programs for dealing with children who are
disruptive. Correspondingly parents are underrepresent-
ed on counter.type Q3-. No Q type and counter type as
sharply divides parents and teachers into opposing camps
as Q3+ and Q3-.

Parents are also overrepresented on Ql+. 17% of.
parents subscribe to this view which emphasizes that
the only matter of real importance in education is that
there be greater community involvement in the schools.
Parents are correspondingly underrepresented on the
counter type, Ql-. Q1+ and Ql- generally divides par-
ents and teachers into opp-sing camps.

When community involvement is part of a constella-
tion that includes innovation, parent education and
health, recreation and practical training, as it is on
Q2+ and Q2-, than about equal proportions of teachers
and parents subscribe to the Q type and its counter
type.

On Ql- and Q3+, Q3-, typologies that divide
parents and teachers, the district staff has a differ*
ent pattern. They are overrepresented on Ql+ (emphasis
on community involvement), similarly to the parents and
overrepresented on Q3- (against strict .discipline, for
innovation) similarly to the teachers. District staff
is also overrepresented on Q2+ (favorable to community
involvement, .innovation, parent education and health,
recreation and practical training). District staff is
very favorable to both community involvement and 'inno-
vation, whatever the context in which these factors
appear.

Paraprofessionals, have a pattern' that is unique to
themselves. They are overrepresented on Q4+ (29% of,
the paraprofessionals) and on Q2+ (25% of the parapro-:
fessionals). They believe in bothcommunity involvement
and strict discipline. However, for the paraprofession-
al community involvement generally means the liberal
context of innovation, parent education and health, rec-
reation and practical training and parent education.
Strict discipline is generally part of a broadly practi-
cal context.
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Officers of parents associations have a different
pattern than parents in general. A Chi-square test in-
dicated that the differences in patterns are significant
at the .05 level of confidence. The parent officers
were overrepresented on Q2+ (31% of the officers and
only 15% of the parents subscribe to this view). They
stand for community involvement in the context of other
liberal reforms to a much greater extent than parents
do in general. The officers are underrepresented on Q3+
(6% of the officers as compared to 27% of the parents);
they subscribe to the strict discipline approach,
against innovation and special handling of difficult
children to amuCh lesser degree than parents. These
differences in parent leadership and followership are
quite striking.

In Table 4 relationships are shown between age,
sex, ethnic background, religion, education and Q types
and counter types separately for teachers and parents.
(see page 21 for Table 4) For each Q type and counter
type the distribution of each demographic characteris-
tic was computed and compared by a Chi Square test to
the distribution of the same demographic characteristic
for either all teachers or all parents in the study.

No statistically signifi,:ant relationships were
found for teacher demographic variables of age, sex or
religion and Q types and counter types. Statistically
Significant relationships were found for parent demo-
graphic variables of age, ethnic background, religion
and education.

Parents' ethnic background is related to Ql+ (com-
munity involvement only important issue). 32% of Black
parents subscribed to this Q type while only 8% of White
parents were associated with Ql+.

Parents' age is related to Q2+ (community involve-
ment important but so is innovation, parent education,
health, recreation and practical tratning). Older par-
ents favor this viewpoint. 30% of the parents between
the ages of 40-50 subscribe to this view but only 4% of
those parents between the ages of 25-30 do so.

Q3+ (favorable to a strict disciplinary approach,
unfavorable to innovation or special handling of diffi-
cult children) is related to age, ethnic background,
religion and education variables of parents. The par-
ents who are younger, less educated, of Puerto Rican
background and non Jewish tend to subscribe to this Q
type. These demographic variables are interrelated.
Puerto Ricans tend to make up the younger parents (66%
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Table 4

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN Q-TYPES AND
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES FOR TEACHERS AND PARENTS

)emogra hic Characteristic
I

01+ 01- 02+ 02+ 03+ Q3- 04+ 04-

eacherst Age
eachers? Sex-
eacnersl t nic :ack-
:round2
eac ersi 'e 1:ion INE
arentsf.Age x xx
rarentsi Sex
arentsi Ethnic Back-
:round xx xx
arents! Religion xx xx

arents fucation xx x ,xx

1Teachers1 education is not included as differences in ed-
cational level are relatively small.

2Too few teachers of ethnic groups other than White to,be'
zble to apply statistical tests.

ey: Q1+ +COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
.Q1- -COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT; -PROFESSIONAL $ 1ECIALISTS

. +ECONaMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Q2+ +COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT; +INNOVATION; +HEALTH, REC

REATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING; +PARENT EDUCATION
Q2- -COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT; -INNOVATION; -HEALTH, IEC

REATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING; -PARENT EDUCATION
'Q3+ +STRICTO)ISCIPLINE; -INNOVATION; -SPECIAL BANDLIN9

OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN
Q3- -STRICT DISCIPLINE; +INNOVATION; +SPECIAL' HAND? IN

OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN ,

Q4+ +STRICT DISCIPLINE +HEALTR. RECREATION AND TRAIN
ING; +ECONOMIC CONSIDERATION; +SPECIAL HANDLING 0
DIFFICULT CHILDREN

Oft- -STRICT DISCIPLINE; -HEALTH, RECREATION ANi TRAIN

.
ING; -ECONOMIC CONSIDERATION

x=.05 level xx=.01 level of statistical significance

of the parents who are Puerto Rican are beldw. 30 years of

age while only 26% of the Black parents and 23% of the

White parents are below 30). The younger parents tend- to
have less education (in the 25-30 age bracket 72% of the
parents had an eighth grade education* or less while in the
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40-50 age bracket: only 19% had an eighth grade education
or less. Jewish parents tend to be better educated (68%
of Jewish parents had completed or partially completed
college while the same was true for 42% of the Catholic
parents and 31% of the Protestant parents). Since the
variables of age; education, ethnic background and re-
ligion are interrelated it is unclear which one or com-
bination of variables are actually related to Q3+ (the
same is true for Q4-).

The counter Q type, Q3- is related to parents' ed-
ucation. Only parents who have attended college sub-
scribe to thiS viewpoint.

Q4- (opposed to strict discipline, economic consid-
eration and health, recreation and practical training)
is related to parents ethnic background, religion and
education. 1% of the Puerto Rican parents subscribe to
this viewpoint while 23% of the Whites of ocher ethnic
backgrounds subscribe to this Q counter type. 24% of
college graduates and 0% of parents with an eighth grade
education or less belong to this Q counter type. 25%
of parents who are Jewish, 7% of parents who are Protes-
tant and 2% of parents who are Catholic belongto this
Q counter type.

CONCLUSIONS'

A community developed research instrument was de -'
vised to tap educational issues and determine how cam-
munity people andeducators perceived these issues.
Parents and educators of four public schools in the
Corlears Hook section of New York responded to a 76
item questionnaire asking them to rate various activi-
ties as to their importance in the education of children.
A Principal Components factor analysis of the question-
naire item responses revealed eight major issues: Com-
munity Involvement; Strict Discipline; Professional
Specialists; Innovation; Health, Recreation and Practi-
cal Training; Economic Considerations; Parent Education;
Special Handling of Difficult Children.

Parents rated Community Involvement and Strict Dis-
cipline higher than teachers but on the other six issues
there were no statistically significant differences be-
tween parents and teachers.

An inverse factor analysis threw greater light on
Community Involvement and Strict Discipline. Community
Involvement could be perceived as the only important
issue in education or as part of a complex of other im-
portant issues that included Innovation, Parent Education
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and Health, Recreation and Practical Training. The for-
mer viewpoint is strongly opposed by substantial seg-
ments of the teachers and strongly supported by large
segments of Black parents. The latter viewpoint finds
strong support from large segments of the district staff
parent association officers, paraprofessionals, older
parents and better educated parents. About an equal
proportion of teachers and parents support this view-
point.

Strict Discipline has two contexts. One context is
as a conservative force that is opposed to Innovation in
general and special programs for the emotionally dis-
turbed or disruptive children in particular; according
to this viewpoint discipline and strict standards are
needed and not new programs. The second context is a
belief in strictness but in conjunction with a business
like, practical approach that stresses Economic Consid-
erations, Health, Recreation and Practical Training and
a belief that disruptive and emotionally disturbed chil-
dren do require special handling. The first context is
the belief system of a large number of parents, partic-
ularly those with little education and/or who are Puerto
Rican. This context of Strict Discipline is opposed by
large numbers of teachers and the district staff. Few
parent association officers subscribe to this viewpoint.
The second context of Strict.Discipline, the practical
context is strongly supported by paraprofessionals and-
is opposed by large segments of White parents and college
educated parents who are generally opposed to Strict
Discipline, whatever its context.

The differing belief structures of different par-
ticipant groups in education has very important-impli-
cations; The perceptions, expectations and interactions
of parents, teachers, administrators and community lead-
ers with each other is largeiy dependent on the educa-
tional belief structure of each of these 3roups of edu-
cational participants. Yet little is known of such be-
liefs. The findings of this pilot study apply to one
small section of New York City and can not be general-

, ized. Rbwever, the research methodology and instrumen-
, tat ion. developed through this investigation could be

usefully applied in a larger scale study.

It is recommended that this research study serve
as a social action instrument to help foster intergroup
understanding in Corlears Hook. Presentation of the re-
search findings to community people and educators could
be utilized as a basis for.bringing together parents,
teachers, school administrators and policy makers and
community leaders to discuss the educational issues that
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divide people. It would be important for the community
to know from the research findings that it is not so
much "Community Involvement" as a general concept that
divides people in Corlears Hook but when "Community In-
volvement" is put forth as a one issue viewpoint.
When Community Involvement" is considered to be part
of other liberal reforms there is much more agreement
between educators and parents. The issue of "Strict
Disciplines' sharply divides teachers and parents, the
well educated and the less well educated. It is vital
for the education of the children in Corlears Hook that
adults have opportunities to discuss this important
controversial issue with each other and explore the im-
plications. Parent-teacher workshops might be a useful
vehicle for accomplishing this.
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APPENDIX

EDUCATIONAL SURVEY

You are being asked to participate in a study of opinions
about educational activities. The study is being done by Yeshiva
UnivcIrsity under contract .from the Off ire of Education.of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, ashington, D.C.
Your participation will supply valuable information.

On the following pages you will find a list of activities
directly or indirectly related to education; Please rate each
according to how important you believe it to be in the education
of the child living in this neighborhood (elementary or junior
high school age). To the right of each item you can find a
rating scale as follows:

Very Very
Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest

IMPORTANCE

The points along khe.scale (1,2,3,....7) can be interpreted
as follows

1. no importance
Z. very little importance
3. little importance
4. fair. importance
5. great importance
b. very great importance
7. greatest importance

For each of the following items mark an X in the box that
represents your opinion as to its educational importance for the
child. For example: How important is it to have homework? If

you feel that homework is of the greatest importance in the
education of the child place an X in.blox.r7.; if you feel that
homework ,is of very little importance in the education of the
child place an X in box 2, if you feel that homework is of fair
importance in the education of the child place an X in box 4.

Like everyone else you will feel that you do not know how
to judge some of these items. When this occurs, please make the
best guess you can. -
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Please make your marks inside the boxes of the scale. Do it'
like this:

Very Very
No Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest

IMPORTANCE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

m""'w

: X

Do not do it like this:

Very :
" . --Very...... _

No Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest
IMPORTANCE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

tr

_ -77,

Please make sure 'that you make a mark for each item. Leave none of the

items blank and wake only one mark for each item. You should not spend more

than a few seconds marking each item. If it seems difficult to make up your

mind make the best guess you can and go on to the next one.

Please do not write your name.

1. How important is it to
have small classes?

2. How important is it
for teachers to make
home visits?

3. How important is it
for. pupils to take
trips to historic places?

How important is it to
have after school
tutoring programs?

Thank you for your cooperata.on-.-WkW
0

Vely Vay
No Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest

MORTANCE
1 2 3 14 5 7

1.

1. 2 14 5 6 7

1 2 3 6
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5. How important is it
for principals and
assistant principals
to teach classes?

6. How important is it for
the school playground
to be open after school
and all weekend?

) How important is it for
parents to understand
new math methods?

8. How important is it for
children to spend most
of their time in schoolon.
projects of their own
'choice?

9. How important is it'for
the school day to be
longer?

10. How important is it for
children to have
regular health .checkups?

11. How important is it to have
films and television rather
than textbooks ?.:

2. How important is it to have
older children tutoring
younger children?

How important is it that
the.school have classeu for
parents on household manage-
ment and shopping?

Very
Little; tittle Fair Great

IMPORTANCE

Ve.ry
Great Greatest

2 3 )4 5 6 7

1- 2 3 6

7

1 2 3 14 5 6

2

2 3 4 5

r+1--r2

.1.

6

7

3

3 S 5 6

27.

104410=114,



34. How important is it that
textbooks show life in
the city, including
narcotics and crime?

35. How important is it to
haveteachers who speak
both Spanish and English?

36. How important is it to
have physical education-
classes?

37. How.important is it for
disruptive children to
be removed from the
classroom?

38. How important is it for
four year olds to be in
school?'

39. How important is it to
have frequent meetings
between parents and
teachers?

40. How important is it that
parents help their
children with homework?

41. How important is it that
children meet academic
standards in order to be
promoted?

42. How important is it that
parents decide on the use
of school funds?

Very
. Very

No Little'Litt.le Fair Great Great Greatest
IMPORTANCE

1. .2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 6 7

"mow

w....~s.-varaiswmrwo1.

_,..,
.,'.r:;!&. I R .":"41:'

1 2 3

1 2

111111m.

. 5 6
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How important is it that
parents be strict in their
discipline of -their children?

How important is it for Black,
Puerto Rican and Chinese
culture and history to be
taught?

Very Very

No Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest

IMPORTANC:Fi

How important is it for cilildr) 1 2 3 4 5 S 7

ren to have homework?

17. How important is it for
pupils to take trips to

::.places where community
people work?

t 18. How important is it that
parents have .many' books at

home? AO,

19. How important is it that the 1 2 a ,4
school have a mixture of
children of different races?

20. Hbvirillortant_is it that.
pupils have a voice in
deciding what should be
taught in school?

21. How important is it that
reading, writing and
arithmetic be taught
through play and games? o,

22. How important is it that 1

L....
sex education be taught

in school?
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3. How important is it to have
Black and Puerto Rican
ttdrincipals and assistant

principals?

244. How important is it that a
new teacher not be given
a difficult class?

25. How important is it that
teachers be free to do as
they wish in the classroom:

26. How important is it to,
have tests?

How important is it for
briO,ht,/average and below
average, children to be

in thel'a-rile class?

How important is it to have
male ieadilers?

2' How important is it to have

music and art classes?

Very Very

No Little Little Fair Great Great Greate

IMPORTANC:,
1 2 3 4 75 5 6

2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2

0. How important is it to have

a team of teachers for one [11
2

7-7-
:oclass?

31. How important is it that
parents speak English. well?

32. How important is it to have

guidance counselors?

,33. How important is it for
parents to have the right
to hire and fire teachers?

2

I =I N....4 NI SI 1

1 2

1 2

3 4 5 6 7

3 4. 5 6. 7

3 4 5

3 4 5 7

3 5

3 4 5 6 7
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34. How important is it that
textbooks show life in
the city, including
narcotics and crime?

35. How important is it to
laave;teachers who speak

both Spanish and English?

Very Very

No Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest

IMPORTANCE

1' 2 3 4 5 6

36. How important iz it to

have physical educatilaa
classes?

37. How important is it for
disruptive children to
be removed from the
classroom?

38. How important is it for
four year olds to be in

school?

39. How important is it to

have frequent meetings
between parents and
teachers?

,40. How important is it that

parents help their
children with homework?

41. How important is it that
children meet academic
standards in order to be

promoted?

42. How important is it that

parents decide on the use
of school funds?

r

1 2 3 14
5

6 7

1 3 14

411111111=110

6

1 .2 3
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43. How important is it to
have workshops for parents
and teachers about racial
problems?

44. How important is it to have
experienced teachers?

4 45. How important is it that
teachers have a strong
union?

46. How important is it that
boys be taught to use
tools?

47. How important is it to
have slchool psychologists?

48. How important is it for
pupils to take trips to
the country?

49. How important is it that
children discuss with
their teacher violence
in the community?

50. How important is it to
have foreign language
classes?

51. How important is it for
teachers to participate in
community. events?

52. How important is it that
local parents be employed

in the:sehools?

411,917711411Xtr.ICIL.,

Very Very
No' Little-' Little Fair Great Greg Greatest

IMPORTANCE
11

1 2 3 14 5 6 7

1 2 3

1 2
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53. How important is it to have
children bussed to obtain
racially balanced classes?

54. How important is it for

teachers to be. selected by

examination?

55. How important is it that

only professionals make the

major school decisions?

56. How important is it to do
research to find out what
problems children have in
learning?

57. How important is it to have
,classes for parents on
children's behaviorl

Very Very
No Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest

IMPORTANCE

1 2 3 'A 5 6 7

1.

58. How important is it to have
school lunches that appeal
to children?

59. How important is it for
teachers to be evaluated
on the basis of progress
made by their pupils in
reading and arithmetic?

60. How important is it for
community leaders to
visit the school?

61. How important is it for
school officials to in-
sist on what they
believe to be necessary
for eduction?

3

3

5 6 7

1 2 3 5 6 7

1

1

2 3 14

2 3
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62. How important is it that
reading and arithmetic
begin as early as
kindergarten?

I[

63. How important is it to
have experimental school
program?

64:. How important is it for
teachers to be paid for
overtime work?

65. How important is it for
girls to be taught
sewing and cooking?

66. How important is it for
parents to be told ways
ix which they can help
their children to learn?

.67.. How important is it for
the principal to help
parents with housing and
welfare problems?

68. How important is it that
teachers expect their
pupils to be able to go
on to college?

69. How important is it that
adult guards be on duty in
the schools?

70. How important is it for
teachers to receive high
salaries?

Very Very

No Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest

I iv1POHTANCE,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1

-7

.
I.

1

I
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1 2 3
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Very Very

No Little Little Fair Great Great Greatest

IMPORTANCE

71. How important is it for
teachers to have strict
discipline in ti-2ir classes?

72. How important is it to have

a new school building?

1 2 3 5 6 7

5

73. How important is it to have
teachers who live in the

. community.

2 3

74. How important is it to have
separate classes for emotion-
ally disturbed children?

2

4 5

6 . 7

6 7Iii
6

75. How important is it for
parents to have lawyers
available to them who
could advise them of their
rights in the schools?

2 3 4

I I 1

I 2

VS, How important is it to halm

Head ;Start prograna7-

5 6 7

5 6
I
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Please answer the following questions by check marks (

1. What is your sex? Male Female

2. How old are you at present? Below 25

25 -- 30

30 -- 40

AD-.: :=4. 50

Above 50

3. What is your ethnic background? Black

Oriental

Puerto
Rican

White

Other

411.03

4. livo fst. -did you grx in your-4schoolingr-4theak highest)

6th Grade or Less'

7th or 8th Grade

Some High School

High School Graduate

Some College

College Graduate

5. .What your religion? Catholic Jewish Protestant

Other None

6. What is your relation to the schools of. the district? (Check as
many as apply)

Parent of child in school ........
Of 1,9r of P,arehts..Assoeia:tion.

Community Resident

3
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Teacher

Asst Principal or Principal

District Staff

School Paraprofessional

Mawr of Local School Board

Other (please explain 1

37
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APPENDIX II

SUGGESTFD ITEMS FOR REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT ITEMS:

How important is

to have Black and Puerto Rican principals and

assistant principals?
to have teachers who speak both .panish and

English?
that parents decide on the use of school funds?
for parents to have'lawyers available to them

who could advise them of their rights in
the schools?

for Black and Puerto Rican culture and history

to be taught?*

STRICT DISCIPLINE ITEMS:

How important is it....

for children to have homework?
that parents be strict in their discipline of

their children?
to have tests?
for teachers to have strict discipline in

their classes?
that children meet academic standards in order

to be promoted'?

PROFESSIONAL SPECIALIST ITEMS:

How important is

to have school psychologists?
to have guidance counselors?
to do research to find out what problems chil-

dren have in learning?
for.parents to be told ways in which they can

help their children to learn?

to have music and art classes?

INNOVATION ITEMS:

HoW important is

that reading, writing and arithmetic be taught
through play and games?

ws ig t y revise item
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for children to spend most of their time in
school on projects of their own choice?

to have older children tutoring younger chil-
dren?

to have films and television rather than
textbooks?

for four year olds to be in school?

HEALTH, RECREATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING ITEMS:

How important is it....

to have physical education classes?
for pupils to take trips to the country?
for the school playground to be open after

school and all weekend?
that girls to be taught sewing and cooking?
that boys be taught to use tools?

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:

How important is it....

to have a new school building?
for teachers to be paid for overtime' work?
for teachers to receive high salaries?
that teachers expect their pupils to be able

to go on to college?
to have a large school budget for equipment

and supplies**

PARENT EDUCATION:

How important is it....

to have classes for parents on.childrents
behavior?

that the school have classes for parents on
household management and shopping?

that the school have classes for parents that
prepare them for high school or college?**

to have classes for parents on how the schools
are run?**

that the school have classes for parents.on
literature and .art ?**

wunew Item
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SPECIAL HANDLING OF DIFFICULT CHILDREN ITEMS:

How important is it...;

that a new teacher not be given a difficult
class?

for disruptive children to be removed from
the classroom?

to have separate classes for emotionally' dis-
turbed children?

to have small classes
that teachers be free to do as they wish in

the classroom?
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